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About the Play 

The play opens in a Buenos Aires cinema in 1952. The film is interrupted to announce the death of 
Argentina’s beloved and reviled first lady. Afterwards, over the requiem sung at her funeral, Che sings a 
less flattering vision of her and mocks the people who adore her. He likens her funeral to a circus and 
invites the audience to see a fuller picture of Eva Duarte Perón, serving as an escort through her past. 
 
The next scene is a flashback to 1934 in a small town nightclub. The fifteen-year-old Eva meets the star, 
a traveling tango singer named Magaldi. He sings romantically to Eva, and she responds as a star-struck 
teenager. But she also sings of her ambition to get to the big city, hinting at deeper motives for her 
liaison with Magaldi. When Magaldi is about to abandon Eva, her family threatens to tell the press. He 
reluctantly agrees to take her with him to Buenos Aires, but cautions Eva that the city may be cruel 
despite her ambitions.  
 
Eva responds to Buenos Aires with enthusiasm, embracing its grit and glitter. Che reminds us of strong 
governmental control that keeps the people separated by extreme wealth and poverty. Eva begins to 
make a name for herself as an actress and radio personality. She abandons Magaldi who can no longer 
help her career, and we see her in the company of increasingly more powerful and wealthy men. 
 
In 1944 at a charity concert, Colonel Perón gives a speech. He and Eva meet, are attracted to each 
other, and realize that they could be good for each other’s ambitions. After they connect, Eva dismisses 
Perón’s most recent mistress and becomes his paramour. 
 
When their partnership becomes public, both the military and the aristocracy are outraged, vowing 
never to accept her. Eva responds by flaunting her common roots and cultivating a public image as the 
people’s advocate. She becomes the spokesperson for Perón’s bid for the presidency, claiming that he 
is the leader of a new Argentina. In the background dissidents are being clubbed and forcefully carried 
away to secure his position. Che comments that Perón is no better than an actor playing the role of a 
president and that Eva is simply using him to gain more publicity and power. 
 
Eva becomes Perón’s wife and cements her popularity with the people. She reminds them of her simple 
upbringing and continues to present herself as the champion of the poor. As she lives more lavishly, 
flaunts her position, and steps onto the world stage, Che reminds us of the economic crises caused by 
the Peróns’ government and lifestyle.  
 
Eva finally takes a tour of Europe as Argentina’s first lady. Spain welcomes her; Italy and France are 
more lukewarm; and England hardly notices her. Although the tour is pronounced a success, she 
returns home tired and embittered. While she claims to help the poor through prizes and gifts from her 
foundation, Che sees it as a source of wealth and publicity stunts. His disillusionment fuels his plan to 
leave Argentina to pursue his socialist ideals further north.  
 

Plot Summary 

CONTINUED... 
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Eva oversteps her position by demanding to become vice-president. She may be a necessary asset to 
Perón’s position, but her health is failing, and the military continue to rankle at her prominence. Both the 
economy and Perón’s popularity continue to slide. Finally, as cancer destroys her health, she is forced to 
prepare for death. She makes a final broadcast to the people before collapsing. After her death, she 
remains an enigma – beloved and despised, elegant and crass, generous and self-serving. The Argentines 
are left both idolizing and vilifying her. 

By Jill Tammen 
Hudson High School 

 Evita and Juan Perón address a crowd in Beunos Aires, 1950. Picture from the Associated Press 
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Character List 

Eva Duarte Perón (Evita): Argentina’s wildly popular, extravagant first lady who rises from poverty to po-
litical fame and power 
 
Juan Perón: A military colonel who, through ruthless techniques and the popularity of his wife, rises to 
become the President of Argentina 
 
Che: The narrator of the story who is critical of the Peróns’ lifestyle and government 
 
Agustin Magaldi: A two-bit tango singer who is the first of many men Eva uses to climb to fame and pow-
er 
 
Duarte Family: The mother, brother, and three sisters of Eva who convince Magaldi he must treat her 
better than a one night stand and take her to Buenos Aires 
 
Mistress: Perón’s unnamed lover who is replaced by Eva 
 
Ensemble: A group of performers who at different times in the story represent the military, the aristocra-
cy, or the common citizens of Argentina 

By Jill Tammen 
Hudson High School 
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Dear Students, 
 
 Thanks for coming to see Evita! 
 
There are so many things that I’d love to discuss with you. In my absence, let me share some of the things 
that excite me about the story and that have inspired our approach and invite y’all to discuss them further.  
What intrigues me most is Eva’s personal and political journey: celebrity becomes populism, which soon 
enough becomes fascism. We love our celebrities (we always have…just look at history). Maybe it’s because 
celebrities are in the public eye that we convince ourselves that we know them? Sometimes these individuals 
use their celebrity status as a platform to speak to directly to us (beginning of populism). And, maybe, the 
power and attention they gain overcomes any sense of humility, and they start to believe that they know 
best (start of fascism). In the right context, this leads to severe political consequences.  
 
I’m also struck by the fact that Eva is so young! She moves to Buenos Aires when she’s 15. She sets her mind 
to escape her small town and the poverty she’s known. She’s driven (to a fault). She becomes blinded by re-
venge/justice to prove herself and get back at the middle class who shunned her; they wouldn’t let her 
attend her father’s funeral (he had a second family that was middle class).  She never forgot how she was 
treated. 
 
I am also interested in how gender informs the way we “read” this story. It 
feels like a familiar story for men (rags to riches), but with a woman at the 
center, it’s somehow “shocking” that a woman would be so ambitious or 
ruthless in her quest for power and fame. I like that Eva challenges us to 
reconsider this narrative. And yet, she’s looked at as the “mother” of the 
Argentinos: benevolent and caring. She manipulates what people expect 
from a woman and uses it for political advantage.  
 
We are hoping that, besides sparking some questions and conversations 
around these issues, we have created a fun event. There are many who roll 
their eyes at musicals, but we find Musical Theater a powerful form. Music 
helps stir emotions, the musical themes tell their own story and help move 
the action forward. It’s also a form that lets us look at material that might 
otherwise be too heavy or dark, or frankly, just not as much fun to consider 
if not for the catchy songs! I hope you enjoy the show. 
  
Thanks again. 
  
All the best, 
 
Mark Valdez 

Letter from the Director 

Mark Valdez, Headshot from Kent 
State 
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Estimados estudiantes, 
 

¡Muchas gracias por venir a ver Evita! 
 

Hay tantas cosas que me encantaría discutir con Uds. Porque no puedo hacerlo en persona, les voy a compar-
tir algunas cosas que me emocionan del cuento y que han inspirado nuestra estrategia. Les invito a discutirlas 
en más detalle. 
 

Lo que me fascina más es el camino personal y político de Eva: la celebridad se convierte en el populismo, el 
cual de pronto se convierte en el fascismo. Nos encantan las celebridades (siempre los hemos amado…sólo 
hay que mirar la historia). ¿A lo mejor es porque las celebridades están en los ojos del público que nos con-
vencemos de que las conocemos? A veces estos individuos usan su posición social como plataforma para ha-
blarnos directamente (el principio del populismo). Y, a lo mejor, el poder y la atención que ganan en superar 
cualquier sentido de humildad y empiezan a creer que lo saben más que uno (el principio del fascismo). En el 
contexto correcto, esto produce severas consecuencias políticas.  
 

¡También me fascina que Eva es tan joven! Ella se muda a Buenos Aires cuando tiene 15 años. Ella decide es-
caparse de su pueblo y la pobreza que ha experimentado. Ella es ambiciosa (hasta decir basta). Se vuelve cie-
ga por venganza/justicia a probarse y vengarse de la clase media que la rehuyó; no la permitió que asistiera 
al funeral de su padre (él tenía otra familia que era de la clase media). Ella nunca se le olvidó del tratamiento 
que recibió ella de ellos. 
 

También me interesa la manera de que el género nos influye la manera en que “leemos” este cuento. Parece 
un cuento familiar a los hombres (de pobreza a riqueza), pero con una mu-
jer en el centro, parece “escandaloso” que una mujer sería tan ambiciosa o 
despiadada en su búsqueda del poder y fama. Me gusta que Eva nos desa-
fía a reconsiderar esta trama. También tiene el título de “madre” de los ar-
gentinos; benévola y cariñosa. Manipula lo que la gente espera de una mu-
jer, y lo usa por una ventaja política. 
 

Esperamos que, además de inspirar algunas preguntas y conversaciones 
alrededor de estas ideas, hemos creado un evento divertido. Hay muchos 
que desvían la mirada a las obras musicales, pero pensamos que las obras 
musicales de teatro son un medio poderoso. La música estimula las emo-
ciones, los temas musicales dicen su propio cuento y también adelantan la 
acción. También es un medio que nos deja explorar temas intensos, oscu-
ros…o sólo no tan divertidos sin las canciones buenas. Ojalá que les guste 
la obra. 
 

Gracias de nuevo. 
Mark Valdez 

Una Carta del Director 

Mark Valdez, Headshot from Kent 
State 
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Understanding Culture 

A Brief History of Argentina 

Argentina’s history is rocky, contrasting times of opulence and power with times of poverty and corruption. 
From Spanish colonization to military dictatorships and democratic republics, Argentina has had and contin-
ues to have political and economic instability. 
 

The Spanish arrived in Argentina in the sixteenth century. Explorers were motivated by rumors of silver and 
gold but, much to their disappointment, things were not as they had hoped. Nevertheless, they remained 
and colonized many parts of Argentina, including Buenos Aires, Mendoza, and Córdoba. Today, these areas 
are known for agriculture, education, and architecture. The Spanish remained in control of Argentina until 
1816, when the country won its independence from Spain. Although no longer under Spanish rule, the com-
ing years would bring ongoing struggles for power and control. 
 

Soon after gaining independence, Argentina suffered a civil war between the Unitarists and the Federalists. 
The Unitarists consisted of people from the central government and the Federalists consisted of caudillos, 
wealthy landowners, and gauchos who worked for them. The Unitarists wanted a strong federal government 
centralized in Buenos Aires, while the Federalists wanted Argentina to have autonomous regional control 
over the lands they owned. In 1829, Juan Manuel de Rosas, a powerful Federalist leader, took control of the 
country. During his time in power, he changed to the Unitarist side, asked for and received unusual power 
over the country, and began a 17-year reign of terror. He was overthrown in 1852 by a coalition of Argen-
tines, Brazilians, and Paraguayans. Over the next few decades, Buenos Aires and the rest of Argentina would 
remain in conflict, resulting in a myriad of political problems. Argentina was considered a Constitutional Re-
public with a government elected by the country’s citizens, yet hardly anyone was allowed to vote. Finally, in 
1912, all men in the country were given the right to vote. 
 

In 1930 Argentina was one of the 10 richest countries in the world, due primarily to its production of wheat 
and beef in the Pampas region. However, conservative and military leaders held all the wealth, denying the 
middle and working classes the opportunity to share in the country’s riches. This did not sit well with them 
and, as a result, Argentina experienced its first of many military coups.  
 

In 1946, three years after Argentina’s second military coup, General Juan Domingo Perón became President. 
His populist ideology, known as Peronism, was what helped get him elected. Perón supported unions and 
organized labor, and introduced welfare benefits for the poor. Because he instituted policies that provided 
access to a fairer distribution of wealth, conditions for the common worker did improve, but at the cost of 
economic stability. These changes in government and the economy, as well as his friendships with Mussolini 
and Franco created the belief that Perón was a fascist leader. Military leaders began to watch him closely. 
The people supported him because of the work he did for them. They also loved his wife, Eva (Evita) Duarte 
Perón. 
 

Evita helped Perón with his rise to power. She was the champion and protector of the impoverished and un-
derprivileged Argentine workers known as descamisados or “shirtless ones.” She created the Eva Perón 
Foundation which provided charitable relief for the poor and sick. She worked hard to get women the right 
to vote. The people dubbed her the spiritual leader of the country before her death in 1952. 
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Juan Perón was overthrown in another military coup in 1955. He fled Argentina and lived in Italy. During 
the next 18 years there were three military governments and two “constitutional” governments. As in the 
past, there was a lot of political instability. But Peronism was commonplace, and in 1973 Perón returned 
to Argentina and was again elected President. He died in 1974, and his third wife Isabel became Presi-
dent. Two years later there was yet another military coup. From 1976 to 1983 La guerra sucia (the Dirty 
War) took place. Human rights organizations estimate that during this time around 30,000 people were 
abducted, detained, tortured, and killed with no hope of legal process. They were called los desapareci-
dos (the disappeared) and included anyone who might have an opinion against the government. In 1983, 
Argentina once again became a Constitutional Republic and has not suffered any military coups since. 
 

 

Sources 
Condon, M. (2019, July). Personal interview. 
 “History of Argentina.” Lonely Planet, 2018, www.lonelyplanet.com/argentina/history. 
McGann, Thomas F. “Explore Encyclopedia Britannica.” Encyclopædia Britannica, Encyclopædia Britanni-

ca, Inc., 2019, www.britannica.com/. 
Williamson, Edwin. “Argentina: The Long Decline.” The Penguin History of Latin America, by Edwin Wil-

liamson, Penguin Books, 2009. 

By Heather Klug 
Park Center High School 

http://www.lonelyplanet.com/argentina/history
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By Jill Tammen 
Hudson High School 

Time Line of Eva Perón  

1919    She is born María Eva Duarte in Los Toldos, Argentina, the youngest of five children. (A contradictory 
baptismal certificate has her born in 1922 as Eva María Ibarguren.) 

 
1926 When Eva’s father dies, she and her poor family are shunned at the funeral by his middle class  

family. 
 

1930 Eva’s family, struggling financially, moves to Junín in the province of Buenos Aires. 
 
1934    At age 15 Eva moves to Buenos Aires with a traveling tango singer in order to pursue a career on 

stage, radio and film. 
 
1944    Eva meets Colonel Juan Peròn, a military man who is Secretary of Labor and Social Welfare, at a  

charity event to benefit earthquake victims. 
 
1945    Eva, using her charisma and popularity, helps organize citizens to demonstrate on Juan Peròn’s  

behalf when he is asked to resign. He successfully retains his power, and Eva marries him.  
 
1946    When Juan Peròn becomes president of Argentina, Eva becomes the most influential first lady in the 

nation’s history as she champions labor rights and women’s suffrage. She directs the Ministries of 
Health and Labor and launches the nation’s first female political party.  

 
1947 Eva travels to Spain, Italy, France and Switzerland on what is called her Rainbow Tour. She some-

times receives adoration and other times meets protesters. That same year Argentina passes the 
women’s suffrage bill making it legal for women to vote and run for office. 

 
1948: She establishes what will become the Eva Perón Foundation to help fight poverty and to provide 

medicine to the poor. 
 
1950 She is diagnosed with advanced cancer and becomes the first Argentine to undergo chemotherapy. 
 
1951 Eva announces her candidacy for Vice President of Argentina, but is forced to withdraw her  

candidacy due to failing health and opposition from Argentina’s bourgeoisie and military. 
 
1952  Eva Duarte Perón dies on July 26: she is 33 years old. Before she dies, Argentina’s Congress gives her 

the official title of “Spiritual Leader of the Nation.” 
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Eva Perón : Adored and Reviled 
A Biography 

Eva Duarte Perón of Argentina rose from humble surroundings to become one of the most famous, yet con-
troversial figures of Latin America. Born in 1919 in Los Toldos, an isolated village in Argentina, she was the 
youngest of five children. Her mother Juana Ibarguren and her father Juan Duarte never married because he 
already had another family. After her father’s death, which left the family impoverished, her mother moved 
her children to the town of Junín where her mother ran a boarding house and Eva attended school. 
 
When Eva was around fifteen years old, she met Agustín Magaldi, a traveling tango singer. She followed him 
to Buenos Aires where she hoped to become an actress. Eva Duarte struggled to find work and met influen-
tial men who helped her career. After playing many bit parts, she became a successful radio actress and 
eventually formed her own radio company. By the time she was 24, she was one of the best-paid radio ac-
tresses of the time.  
 
In 1943 Eva met Colonel Juan Perón, a military man who was also the Secretary of Labor and Social Welfare. 
The two developed a close relationship and shared similar political goals, but the aristocrats of Buenos Aires 
and some members of the military government despised them and their politics.  
  
Early in 1945 Perón’s power was eroding, and he was asked to resign, but Eva managed to help organize the 
penniless masses and laborers to demonstrate on his behalf. She became a charismatic and powerful symbol 
to the impoverished people who idolized her. Eva called them her descamisados (shirtless ones), and their 
support helped Perón to recapture political popularity. After his triumphant return to power, he and Eva 
were married in October of 1945. 
 
The following year after a tumultuous campaign, Perón was elected President of Argentina. Eva, now the 
First Lady, became a prominent and beloved persona and was affectionately known by her nickname Evita. 
She said, “I prefer to be simply Evita if this Evita is used to better conditions in the homes of my country.” 
Having experienced poverty and injustice, she was a tireless advocate for the poor and also for women’s 
rights. Her efforts helped to bring about the emancipation of women and to allow them the right to vote in 
1951. 
 
Despite their positive impact, the Peróns were polarizing figures. While they had many devoted followers, 
some considered them ruthless leaders who enriched themselves while in power. They were hated and mis-
trusted as much as they were loved and idolized.  
 
After being an active and tireless force in Argentine politics, Evita died of cancer on July 26, 1952, at the age 
of thirty-three. Thousands of people publicly mourned for her and regarded her as a saint, while others 
scorned her memory. Following her death Juan Perón’s power began to decline, and a military takeover re-
moved him from office in 1955. 
 
An Argentine woman now living in Minnesota remembers the radio broadcast announcing Evita’s death. “I 
was seven years old when she died. We were sitting at the dinner table. The radio was on. Even now it gives 
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me the chills. A broadcaster suddenly announced: ‘We interrupt this program. At 8:25 p.m. tonight Eva 
Perón entered immortality.’ My 32-year-old mother started crying, and my father started yelling.”  
 
Opinion was divided throughout the country where she was both revered and loathed. The musical Evita 
captures that division as it depicts the life and death of this fascinating woman who has become a legend 
throughout the world. 
 

Adapted from the following sources: 

Barnes, John. Evita, First Lady: A Biography of Eva Perón. New York: Grove Press, 1978. 

Fraser, Nicholas, and Marysa Navarro. Evita. New York: W. W. Norton,  1996. 

Gluck, Susana. (2019, July 17). Telephone interview. 
 

By Dr. Virginia McFerran 
Educational Consultant 

A neon portrait of Evita in Buenos Aires. 
Photo by Jill Tammen 
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Tossing Lines  
Tossing Lines 
 
Objective 
To familiarize students with the musical by working with lines sung in the play and to elicit predictions and 
discussion about the musical’s conflict and characters.  This activity helps students form questions, gain in-
sight, and build excitement for he these lines sung. This activity serves the students best if completed before 
they attend the performance. 
 
Time allotted  
20-30 minutes 
 
Materials  
Tennis ball or hackey sack 
Sixteen slips of paper, cut from Tossing Lines Resource on the next page 
 
Procedure   
Cut and distribute the slips of paper (see Tossing Lines Resource) to volunteers. Give students a few 
minutes (or overnight, if appropriate) to memorize (or prepare a dramatic reading of their line with no 
memorization). Have these students form a circle and give one student the ball. After he/she speaks the 
line, the student tosses the ball to another student who speaks his/her assigned line. Students toss ball 
throughout the circle until all lines have been heard a few times. Encourage students to speak lines with 
varying emotions, seeking out the best way to perform the lines.  
 
Optional 
Re-assign lines within the group (or other students in classroom) and continue for another round.  
 
Free Writing/Discussion 
After lines have been tossed and in preparation for discussion, allow students five minutes to free write 
their ideas and questions about the content of the play. The following questions may be used to guide free 
writing and/or discussion.   
 
Questions 

1. Who do you think said these lines? 
2. What do these lines tell you about the characters? 
3. What do these lines tell you about the relationships between the characters? 
4. What are some of the themes/conflicts of the play? 

 
 

By Heather Klug 
Park Center High School 
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To the teacher:  
Cut these apart and distribute to students.  

Tossing Lines for the English Classroom 

She didn’t say much but she said it loud. 

Just a man who grew up and saw his country bled—crucified! 

I wanna be a part of B.A., Buenos Aires—Big Apple. 

Screw the middle classes! I will never accept them! 

There is no one who hasn’t an eye on tricks they can try on their partner. 

Argentine men call the sexual shots. Someone has altered the rules. 

One always picks the easy fight. One praises fools. One shifts left to right. 

Make sure your leaders understand the people! 

Could there be a lack of enthusiasm for Perón’s latest flame? 

If it’s her who’s using him, he’s exceptionally dim. 

There are other ways of establishing authority. 

They equate Perón with Mussolini. 

Little has changed for us peasants. 

Never been a lady loved as much as Eva Perón. 

How can you claim you’re our savior when those who oppose you simply disappear. 

The people belong to no one. They can be manipulated, they don’t matter. 

By Heather Klug 
Park Center  High School 
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Music and Character in Evita  
 
Instructions:  Read the passage below about the theatrical approach chosen by the creators of Evita. 
Then listen to the songs and discuss the questions at the end of each song. 
 
Sometimes described as a sung-through musical, a rock opera, or even a “popera,” Evita is a musical 
that tells its story entirely through song in an extremely theatrical manner. The following elements of 
theatre—story, music, dance, visual, and technical effects—combine to make a powerful impact on the 
audience. How can a biography of a famous person be made intriguing, stimulating, and entertaining?  
 
Evita, as the title character of the show, might have been presented as an idyllic and sympathetic 
heroine. However, Andrew Lloyd Webber and Tim Rice chose to show her many sides and to let the 
audience decide who she really was. They created a counterpoint character loosely based upon the 
Marxist Argentine revolutionary known as Ché Guevara, who comments on Evita’s actions and 
questions her motives throughout the play.  
 
In talking about writing Evita, Andrew Lloyd Webber said, “The biggest problem for me as the 
composer…is that I could have let the whole thing go as a high romance. I could make everybody cry 
their eyes out at the end of all this, but that was not the point of the piece. In a way, the piece had to 
keep this slightly Brechtian approach to the whole thing, where you have the Che character able to 
commentate on the quite grisly things that she did.” 
 
The approach Webber refers to as Brechtian is a style of theatre advanced by German playwright 
Bertolt Brecht. It is a style that discards conventional realism and presents its story in a fragmentary 
way. Actors might play multiple characters as well as stagehands, moving furniture in full view of the 
audience. A character might break out of the show and speak or sing directly to the audience. These 
techniques combine to achieve the alienation effect. Instead of being emotionally immersed in the 
story, the viewer remains detached and is invited to question and to think critically about the unfolding 
events. 
 
Ultimately, the musical becomes not only a highly entertaining spectacle, but also presents an 
absorbing account of the legendary populist heroine Evita with her many virtues and her many flaws. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Music and Character in Evita 

CONTINUED... 
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I. “Oh What a Circus” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hHwhToOVQpw&list=RDhHwhToOVQpw&start_radio=1&t=13   
 
A. Listen to the link above for this song.  
The show begins with Eva’s funeral and the Argentine people mourning for her. 
  
Che then sings: 
Oh what a circus, oh what a show 
Argentina has gone to town 
Over the death of an actress called Eva Peron 
We’ve all gone crazy 
Mourning all day and mourning all night 
Falling over ourselves to get the misery right 
 
Oh what an exit, that’s how to go 
When they’re ringing your curtain down 
Demand to be buried like Eva Peron 
It’s quite a sunset 
And good for the country in a roundabout way 
We’ve made the front page of all the world’s papers today 
 
But who is this Santa Evita? 
Why all this howling hysterical sorrow? 
What kind of goddess  
Has lived among us? 
How will we ever get by without her? 
 
She had her moments; she had some style 
The best show in town was the crowd 
Outside the Casa Rosada* crying “Eva Peron” 
But that’s all gone now 
As soon as the smoke from the funeral clears 
We’re all going to see, and how, she did nothing for years! 
 
*Casa Rosada or Pink House refers to the governmental headquarters of Argentina and houses the office of 
the President. 
 
B. Discuss 

1. How would you explain the tone or attitude of this passage? Use specific examples. 
2. Do you think Che believes that Evita is a saint or a goddess? Support your answer with words or 
     phrases from the passage. 
3. Does Che think that Evita might have been good for the country? Why or why not? 

 
 
 

CONTINUED... 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hHwhToOVQpw&list=RDhHwhToOVQpw&start_radio=1&t=13
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II. “On the Balcony of the Casa Rosada” or “Don’t Cry For Me Argentina” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KD_1Z8iUDho 
 
A. Listen to the second link above for this song.  
In the most famous song from the musical, Eva appears on the balcony before the people of Argentina. 
 
Eva sings to them:  
It won't be easy, you'll think it strange 
When I try to explain how I feel 
That I still need your love after all that I've done 
You won't believe me 
All you will see is a girl you once knew 
Although she's dressed up to the nines 
At sixes and sevens with you 
 
I had to let it happen, I had to change 
Couldn't stay all my life down at heel 
Looking out of the window, staying out of the sun 
So I chose freedom 
Running around trying everything new 
But nothing impressed me at all 
I never expected it to 
 
Don't cry for me Argentina 
The truth is I never left you 
All through my wild days 
My mad existence 
I kept my promise 
Don't keep your distance 
 
And as for fortune, and as for fame 
I never invited them in 
Though it seemed to the world they were all I desired 
They are illusions 
They are not the solutions they promised to be 
The answer was here all the time 
I love you and hope you love me 
 
Don't cry for me Argentina 
 (Eva breaks down; the crowd takes up her tune). 
Don't cry for me Argentina 
The truth is I never left you 
All through my wild days 
My mad existence 
I kept my promise 
Don't keep your distance CONTINUED... 
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B. Discuss 

1. What does Evita want the people of Argentina to believe about her and her actions?        
2. Do you believe Evita’s words as she sings this song? Why or why not? 
3. What is the answer that Evita refers to in stanza four? 
4. How does the sound of the  music combine with the words to help to win the Argentine people over to 

Evita?  
5. Personification is a literary device in which human characteristics are given to a nonhuman being, an 

inanimate object, or an abstract idea. How is Argentina personified in the above passage? Are there 
other ideas personified in the song? 

6. An idiom is a phrase or expression whose meaning has been established through usage, but cannot be 
recognized by the individual words. What are the two idiomatic expressions in the last two lines of 
the first stanza? How do they take on new meaning when combined? 

 
 
Study Guide. University Players Studio Theatre. March 19-March 27, 2010. 
https://web.csulb.edu/colleges/cota/theatre/documents/ShowDocuments/09-10/EvitaAudienceGuide.pdf 

By Dr. Virginia McFerran 
Educational Consultant 

The Casa Rosade, seat of executive power in Argentina. Photo from the Casa Rosada’s official Twitter 

https://web.csulb.edu/colleges/cota/theatre/documents/ShowDocuments/09-10/EvitaAudienceGuide.pdf
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1. What clues are presented about Eva’s life as a child? What do we know about Eva’s father? What  | 
    can we guess about him? 
 
2. Why is Eva so determined to get to Buenos Aires? 
 
3. Describe Eva’s character. What are her strengths and weaknesses? 
 
4. Eva uses men to her advantage. How are the men using her?  
 
5. When they meet, Eva and Perón both sing, “No one…hasn’t an eye on/in fact they rely on/tricks they   
    can try on their partner.” This becomes a repeated theme throughout the musical. What is your  
    response to this? Do Eva and Perón trick each other? Do they need to trick each other? 
 
6. Do you think Eva and Juan Perón love each other? Why or Why not? 
 
7. What important information is portrayed though dance and movement only? Is this effective? Why  
    or why not? 
 
8. As Eva becomes famous and eventually powerful, she does not deny her past poverty or her past  
    indiscretions. Should she have? Why or why not? 
 
9. Does admitting past mistakes justify or erase them? When should a person be granted a clean slate?  
 
10. Eva Perón can be described as a populist celebrity and leader. What qualities make her popular  
      with the public? What qualities make celebrities and leaders popular today? 
 
11. One of the reasons for Eva’s lukewarm reception in Italy is attributed to the Italians’ perception  
      that Argentina’s Peronism is too much like Mussolini’s fascism. Did the performance provide any    
      obvious connections between these two forms of government? 
 
12. In the United States could an elected leader initiate a violent takeover of the government, or is our  
      democracy strong enough to resist the ambitions of a single person? Explain. 
 
13. Before Perón becomes president, the politicians sing “The Art of the Possible.” The song begins,   
      “One has no rules/is not precise/one rarely acts/the same way twice.” And it ends, “One spurns no  
      device./Politics – the art of the possible.” How does this compare with politics today? 
 
 

Post-Show Discussion Questions 

CONTINUED... 
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14. Perón becomes the leader of Argentina with the help of Eva’s popularity but also by using brute force  
      to silence his enemies. Do you think he could have become so powerful without having both her  
      support and the means to intimidate his enemies? Which was more important to Perón’s success?  
      Why? 
 
15. After he ascends to power, how does Eva’s support and image strengthen Perón’s control of the  
      government and the military? 
 
16. Do you think the common people knew that Perón used force to gain power? Why or why not? How   
      might they have prevented it? 
 
17. Do politicians need to be ruthless to be effective? Why or why not? Identify any other world or  
      American politicians you believe to have been ruthless in their attempts to fulfill their goals. Be as  
      detailed as you can. 
 
18. Describe the character of Che. What are his strengths and weaknesses?  
 
19. Why do you think the playwright invented the character of Che to tell Eva’s story rather than using  
      someone closer to her? What does Che’s commentary add to the play? 
 
20. What is the significance of Che’s departure from Argentina? Should he have stayed? 
 
21. What would it take for you to leave the country of your birth? 
 
22. Eva Perón’s image is still prominent on a skyscraper in Buenos Aires today. What does this tell you  
      about her role in Argentina today? 
 
23. Eva Perón was sometimes referred to as Saint Eva. Why might people have revered her so? Was she  
      worthy of this title? Explain. 
 
24. Do Americans have any iconic people from our history whom are both idolized and vilified? Who are  
      they? Where are they remembered? 
 
25. What can we learn about a country and its culture from the people it admires?  
 
 
 

By Jill Tammen 
Hudson High School 
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